CONGRATULATIONS! YOU’VE FINISHED WRITING 2. WHAT’S NEXT?

You’ll need to choose one course from the options below to satisfy Area A2 of UCSB’s GE program. For help in choosing the course that best meets your interests and your academic and career plans, talk with your writing teacher or with the Writing Program Undergraduate Advisor.

Writing 105 courses study a range of writing practices and contexts that cross disciplinary and professional fields.

Writing 105
Interdisciplinary Writing

Writing 107 courses provide excellent preparation for workplace writing in different areas, such as law, journalism, and public relations.

Writing 107
Professional Writing

Courses in this set address writing in disciplinary contexts. Develop analytical and communication skills specific to your major.

Writing 109
Academic Writing

Writing 105 courses provide excellent preparation for workplace writing in different areas, such as law, journalism, and public relations.

Writing 107 courses provide excel lent preparation for workplace writing in different areas, such as law, journalism, and public relations.

Writing 109 courses provide excellent preparation for workplace writing in different areas, such as law, journalism, and public relations.

You can enroll in one of these courses after you’ve completed 90 units.

You can also satisfy Area A2 by taking Writing 50 (a general research writing course) or by taking English 10.

Once you’ve completed Area A2, consider applying to the Professional Writing Minor in your senior year. It’s a great complement to any major.

We also offer WR courses:
Writing 18: Intro to Public Speaking
Writing 126: Writing for the Web & Social Media
Writing 160: Writing Center Counseling

For more information, visit the Writing Program website: http://www.writing.ucsb.edu.